E-SYSTEMS is a total systems Company providing collection, processing and exploitation systems, specialized aircraft modification and support services, command and control communication systems, and systems integration and information technology products. E-Systems has a long heritage of creating real-world electronic systems and solutions for unique and complex problems.

Several E-Systems divisions will be on campus February 8, 1995 to tank to interested students about the challenging opportunities available within E-Systems. The Melpar and Engineering Research Associates divisions are looking for Software Engineers to design and develop software from concept to completion using state-of-the-art-technology such as:

- C/C++/Unix
- X/Motif
- Real-time
- Inmos Transputers
- DSF
- Sysbase/SQL interface
- Networks
- Embedded Microprocessors

The Greenville division is looking for Co-op students with
Associates divisions available within E-Systems, The Melpar and Engineering Research to tank to interested students about the challenging opportunities

To assist in the development of airborne electronic systems.

For further information please stop by the Career Services Center.

*All divisions require US citizenship and B grade point average.

E-SYSTEMS

With End of the Super Bowl, Focus is on NBA

Column by David Beri and Tommy Cohen

Now that another Super Bowl has spotlighted a close and Bill
Artngurre and the Artngurretes have yet to see exactly how they are going to make the
NBA. At the bulk of teams surpass their 41st game this week, we in
Madville would like to adorn our heroes with several well-deserved
mid-season awards. Here to bestow the honours, in a stunning floral
E-Systems division, is NBA commissioner
- David Stern. David, the manila folder please.

BOLD Award #1: Least Deserving of a Starter Contract. The Nominees: Roy Tarpley, Larry Kryskiwitz, Matt Fish, Dwayne Schintzius.

Roy Tarpley's shoe would certainly have extra tongue, but this award has to go to the least recog-
nizable man in professional sports, the Los Angeles Clipper's Matt Fish. There are plenty of reasons
Nick Van Exel is knocking down the summer ocean to get Fish's endorsement, but the fore-
tmost of these is the fact that "Air Fish" just sounds stupid.

BOLD Award #2: Biggest Butt. The Nominees: Shawn Bradley, John "Hot Plate" Williams, Ros
Hper, Vinka Dare.

Shawn Bradley has more person-
sal qualities than he's been this year, however Hot Plate Williams is the biggest butt in both senses of the word. Loaded with talent, the Indiana Pacers center has chosen Duskin Donut desserts instead of tuckered up to well over 300 pounds. People in Indianapolis ask what's in-
- ing Larry Brown?" but we in
Madville just hope it isn't Hot Plate.

BOLD Award #3: Rookie of the Year. The Nominees: Every rookie but Vinka Dare.

This past June's draft has been, by leaps and rebounds, the best the league has seen in a long time. Each of the top 10 picks is a contributing star, with Glenn Robinson, Jason Kidd, Allen Iverson, and Eddie Jones destined to be perennial All-Stars. But the cream of the crop has to be Detroit Pistons small forward Grzeg Przyni. Not only is he head and shoulders above the rest in terms of floor presence and versatility, he's a nicer guy than Newt Gingrich.

BOLD Award #4: Best Imperson-

Muresan has the size of the European country, but Coach Don Nelson's Golden State Warriors have the bickering spot. The Warriors start an All-Star Sweep of Tim Hardaway, Latrell Sprewell, Chris Mullin, Tom Gugliotta, and Kenny "Knave of the Telestrator" Goukas. However, the Warriors need someone to fill the gap left by the retirement of Chris Webber to Washington and Billy Owens to Miami. The Warriors need someone to fill the gap left by the retirement of Chris Webber to Washington and Billy Owens to Miami. The Warriors need someone to fill the gap left by the retirement of Chris Webber to Washington and Billy Owens to Miami. This past June's draft has been, by leaps and rebounds, the best the league has seen in a long time. Each of the top 10 picks is a contributing star, with Glenn Robinson, Jason Kidd, Allen Iverson, and Eddie Jones destined to be perennial All-Stars. But the cream of the crop has to be Detroit Pistons small forward Grzeg Przyni. Not only is he head and shoulders above the rest in terms of floor presence and versatility, he's a nicer guy than Newt Gingrich.

BOLD Award #5: Most Valuable Pick. The Nominees: Charles Barkley, Hakeem Olajuwon, Tim Thus, Shaquille O'Neal.

This past June's draft has been, by leaps and rebounds, the best the league has seen in a long time. Each of the top 10 picks is a contributing star, with Glenn Robinson, Jason Kidd, Allen Iverson, and Eddie Jones destined to be perennial All-Stars. But the cream of the crop has to be Detroit Pistons small forward Grzeg Przyni. Not only is he head and shoulders above the rest in terms of floor presence and versatility, he's a nicer guy than Newt Gingrich.

BOLD Award #6: Wish He Were a Rusher. The Nominees: Aamir RM, Vinka Dare.

Muresan has the size of the European country, but Coach Don Nelson's Golden State Warriors have the bickering spot. The Warriors start an All-Star Sweep of Tim Hardaway, Latrell Sprewell, Chris Mullin, Tom Gugliotta, and Kenny "Knave of the Telestrator" Goukas. However, the Warriors need someone to fill the gap left by the retirement of Chris Webber to Washington and Billy Owens to Miami. The Warriors need someone to fill the gap left by the retirement of Chris Webber to Washington and Billy Owens to Miami. The Warriors need someone to fill the gap left by the retirement of Chris Webber to Washington and Billy Owens to Miami. This past June's draft has been, by leaps and rebounds, the best the league has seen in a long time. Each of the top 10 picks is a contributing star, with Glenn Robinson, Jason Kidd, Allen Iverson, and Eddie Jones destined to be perennial All-Stars. But the cream of the crop has to be Detroit Pistons small forward Grzeg Przyni. Not only is he head and shoulders above the rest in terms of floor presence and versatility, he's a nicer guy than Newt Gingrich.

BOLD Award #7: Reclamation Project of the Year. The Nominees: Charles Oaklaw, Willie Burton, Bobby Phillips, Matt Fratello.

The Crew of the Telestrator had strong support in this race, but envi-
nable NBC color commentator Matty "Knave of the Telestrator" Goukas' vote swing the pendulum to Philadelphia small forward Willie Burton. Claimed off waivers from Miami early this season, Burton was left feeling left out in Chicago Bulls scrambling for consistency and his bad egg reputation has earned him a shot at the league. The Mitch would like to present Pippin a total systems Company providing collection, processing and exploitation systems, specialized aircraft modification and support services, command and control communication systems, and systems integration and information technology products. E-Systems has a long heritage of creating real-world electronic systems and solutions for unique and complex problems.

For further information please stop by the Career Services Center.

*All divisions require US citizenship and B grade point average.

The MIT Musical Theatre Guild proudly presents

Company

Music and Lyrics by
Stephen Sondheim

Original Direction and Production by
Harold Prince

Book by
George Furth

February 3, 4 and 9,10, 11 at 8:00 pm and February 5 at 2:00 pm
Sala de Puerto Rico, MIT Student Center

MIT/Wellesley Students $6
MIT Faculty/Staff $8
General Admission $9

For ticket reservations and information, call 253-6294.

February 1, 1995